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INTRODUCTION 
This report is submi ed pursuant to Bill S-211, An Act to enact the Figh ng Against Forced Labour 
and Child Labour in Supply Chains Act and to amend the Customs Tariff (the “Act”). This statement 
outlines the approach of Jempak Corpora on (“Jempak”), an indirect subsidiary of Henkel AG & 
Co KGaA, to iden fy and address the risks of forced labour and child labour in its business 
opera ons and supply chains during its 2023 fiscal year which commenced on January 1, 2023 
and ended on December 31, 2023 (“FY2023”).  

Jempak is commi ed to sustainable and equitable business prac ces that model social 
responsibility and posi ve values. Jempak is commi ed to respec ng human rights and labour 
standards that allow all to par cipate meaningfully in society and/or employment. With respect 
to its supply chain and procurement processes, Jempak is commi ed to ensuring that forced 
and/or child labour is not involved in Jempak’s supply chain.  

This report adopts the Act’s defini ons of child labour, en ty and forced labour. As is explored 
and relied on in this report, the Act’s defini on of child labour and forced labour largely subsume 
the substan ve defini on of child labour and forced labour as ar culated by the Interna onal 
Labour Organiza on (the “ILO”) and as included in the interna onally acknowledged Ethical 
Trading Ini a ve (“ETI”). 

ENTITY PROFILE 
Jempak is an indirect subsidiary of its ul mate parent company Henkel AG & Co. KGaA (“Henkel 
KGaA”), a German mul na onal chemical and consumer goods company. Jempak has a single 
manufacturing plant and principal place of business located at 80 Doney Crescent, Concord, 
Ontario (the “Plant”). Jempak’s head office is located at 2515 Meadowpine Blvd, Mississauga, 
Ontario. Jempak operates in the manufacturing and retail industries. 

Governing Body 
Jempak is an Ontario corpora on incorporated pursuant to the laws of Canada. Jempak ul mately 
is governed by its Board of Directors, which include four (4) directors. Jempak’s Board of Directors 
are employees of different affiliate companies of Henkel KGaA, including Henkel Canada 
Corpora on (“HCC”). 

ACTIVITIES 
Jempak manufactures “dish pacs” of automa c dish detergents to be used in various dishwashing 
appliances.  The dish pacs are ul mately sold to consumers by other companies (known as private 
label clients). Jempak sources the raw materials for dish pac produc on worldwide.  Inventory of 
the various materials is stored in an external warehouse and brought into the Plant on an as 
needed basis. The raw materials are blended into a formula on for each customer and then run 
into pac-making machines called hydroformas where the blended powder is filled into PVA film 
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pacs. These pacs are then transferred to the packaging sta ons where they are counted and put 
into consumer packages either tubs or doy bags. Along the way, quality control tests are done to 
ensure product quality according to published specifica ons.  The finished packages are palle zed 
and sent to warehousing for distribu on, or directly to customers.     

SUPPLY CHAIN ASSESSMENT  
Jempak purchases materials that have been pre-qualified by Henkel KGaA R&D to ensure quality 
and efficacy within the product formula on. Materials arrive into Jempak’s external warehouses 
and are brought into the manufacturing Plant on an as required basis. Jempak has 8 packaging 
suppliers and they are all based in Canada. Jempak has approximately 67 suppliers of raw 
chemicals and materials which are based in Japan, USA, Canada, China, Finland, Turkey, the UK 
and France.  

Based on the below, and especially due to Jempak’s strong performance in successive years of 
externally conducted audits, Jempak assesses that the risk of forced labour or child labour being 
involved in any of its internal ac vi es is extremely remote. In Jempak’s assessment, the possible 
risk of forced labour or child labour involvement is in the parts of its external supply chain which 
include geographic regions where there is a history of viola ons of interna onal labour standards 
and human rights principles, such as Turkey and/or China. The steps Jempak takes to assess such 
risks are indicated below. Essen ally, Jempak requires its vendors and suppliers to confirm 
compliance with labour standards and par cipate in audits run by a third party, and Jempak’s 
employees are trained to report to Jempak if there is any suspicion of viola on of any labour 
standards.  

DUE DILIGENCE MEASURES 
In the last year, Jempak has undertaken the following steps to prevent and reduce the risk of 
forced or child labour being involved in its supply chain: 

1. Contracting of external audits by suppliers, which include assessments of risks of forced 
labour and/or child labour in the organization’s activities and supply chain 

Jempak’s private label clients require Jempak to par cipate in regular social responsibility 
audits and quality audits.  Jempak was most recently audited in 2023, and before this most 
recent occasion Jempak has been audited at least once a year since 2021.  

Audits are conducted by representa ves from third party organiza ons chosen by the 
private label clients themselves. Each audit normally lasts between 1 – 2 days in length. 
Auditors privately meet with associates to assess the social responsibility, compliance and 
ethical sourcing factors of their audits, and to gain a perspec ve on the employment 
standards and treatment of Jempak’s employees in Jempak’s facili es. Jempak’s 
understanding is that auditors confirm that Jempak’s associates are paid in accordance 
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with payroll records and that they understand the company’s policies and procedures 
which are meant to protect employee rights and digni es.  Jempak’s management is not 
present during these mee ngs to allow for honest disclosure from Jempak’s associates 
and employees to the audi ng body.  

Some Jempak clients choose to ini ate audits on an annual basis, whereas other clients 
ini ate audits based on the results of previous years. For example, Jempak’s audit results 
with a par cular direct-to-customer wholesale retailer in 2023 revealed zero instances of 
non-compliance in 2023, and therefore the client has indicated that the next audit 
occasion is scheduled for 2026. Jempak has a strong record of near-complete compliance 
in past social responsibility audits. Over the past five (5) years, Jempak has received a 
single non-compliance note in its 2022 social responsibility audit: that non-compliance 
was related to safety a re and Jempak introduced a policy directly responsive to the 
incident of non-compliance to prevent reoccurrence.  

A er any onsite audit, Jempak’s Human Resources Director will gather the relevant 
department heads together (i.e. Payroll, Safety, etc) to discuss who is responsible for 
correc ng any non-compliance as well as the meline for remedia on. 

Private label clients can choose to use the SMETA methodology system or use their own 
standards for social responsibility audits.  SMETA (Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit) is 
a format used for social audits enabling businesses to assess their sites and suppliers to 
understand working condi ons in their supply chain. Based on the ETI base code, ILO 
conven ons and local country laws, SMETA audits include assessments of labor standards, 
human rights, worker health and safety, environmental compliance, and business ethics 
performance. SMETA audits specifically assess for risks of forced labour or child labour in 
Jempak’s ac vi es and organiza onal structure. 

In addi on, Jempak also audits its vendors and/or suppliers using a company called 
Ecovadis.  Henkel KGaA or its affiliates ini ate Ecovadis audits for Jempak’s 
vendors/suppliers.  Full Ecovadis audits are mandatory for all direct material suppliers with 
a spend of more than €100,000 a year. All responses provided by the vendor/supplier are 
stored by Ecovadis, and Ecovadis generates an assessment of the vendor’s/supplier’s 
environmental, social and governance performance which includes a considera on of 
whether forced labour or child labour is involved. Jempak’s understanding is that Ecovadis 
is a subject ma er expert that conducts holis c assessments of Jempak’s vendors which 
includes an assessment of overall environmental impact, whereas the SMETA audit system 
relied on by Jempak’s customers is specific to ethical trade, supply chain assessment and 
responsible sourcing. Ecovadis audits do not happen every year: Jempak conducted a 
round of Ecovadis audits in 2022 and has already conducted its Ecovadis audit for 2024. 
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Where suppliers do not score well on Ecovadis, they are asked to make improvements and 
provided me to do so and they are eventually reassessed.  

Suppliers with a spend of between €100,000 – €50,000 are assessed using a system called 
IntegrityNext, which is a supply chain due diligence specialist. IntegrityNext assesses 
supply chains of Jempak’s suppliers and vendors to ensure that forced labour or child 
labour is not involved. 

Suppliers with a spend of under €50,000 are not rou nely assessed, but can be invited to 
par cipate in an Ecovadis assessment if there is any suspicion of risk of any forced labour 
or child labour used in their processes.  

2. Requiring suppliers to have in place policies and procedures for identifying and 
prohibiting the use of forced labour and/or child labour in their activities and supply 
chains 

Given that Jempak’s parent corpora on is based in Germany, Jempak is also bound to the 
standards established by the Bundesverband Materialwirtscha , Einkauf und Logis k e.V. 
(“BME”) i.e. the Associa on for Supply Chain Management, Procurement and Logis cs 
which is based in Germany. The BME requires all bound corpora ons to require that their 
vendors and suppliers are compliant with the BME’s principles and code of conduct, which 
specifically rely on the ILO’s labour standards and require the elimina on of forced labour 
and the aboli on of child labour. Jempak requires it vendors and suppliers to confirm 
compliance with BME’s principles and code of conduct, which was most recently done in 
2023.  
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Exhibit 1: A copy of the form that is sent to Jempak’s vendors and suppliers to seek 
confirma on of compliance with BME’s principles and code of conduct.  

3. Conducting training of employees regarding awareness and reporting of suspicions of 
use of forced labour and/or child labour in the organization’s activities 
 
Jempak provides training to employees on many topics, which involve training about 
employees’ legal rights and obligations under both Jempak’s policies and Canadian laws, 
as well as training about Jempak’s practices, values and goals as an entity. Specific to the 
prevention of forced labour/child labour involvement in Jempak’s activities, Jempak 
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provides all its employees with Social Standards and Code of Conduct training which 
strongly emphasizes Jempak’s prohibition of and opposition to forced labour and/or child 
labour being used in its supply chain or activities. Training includes not only highlighting 
Jempak’s principled opposition to forced and/or child labour but also going through ad 
hoc scenarios to help employees identify when they should be suspicious of the use of 
forced labour and/or child labour in Jempak’s processes. Jempak’s Social Standards 
absolutely prohibit the involvement of forced labour and child labour in Jempak’s 
activities, whereas Jempak’s Code of Conduct requires employees report to their 
supervisor, the Purchasing or Legal departments regarding any suspicions of breaches of 
the Social Standards, which would include any suspicions of the presence or involvement 
of forced labour and/or child labour in any of Jempak’s activities.  

 
Exhibit 2: A slide from Jempak’s Social Standards Training. 
 

 
Exhibit 3: A slide from Jempak’s Code of Conduct Training with an interactive scenario for 
employee training purposes.  
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Jempak realizes that its employees are its best asset to assess potential indicators of 
forced labour or child labour on the “frontlines,” and that is why as part of its training 
Jempak reminds its employees of their ability to anonymously report any violation or 
perceived violation of the Social Standards through a hotline which is operated by a third-
party service provider to protect the privacy of any caller. The number for this hotline is 
posted on bulletin boards on Jempak’s premises. Any reports received through this 
hotline are to be relayed to Jempak, and Jempak has never been contacted about any 
employee report submitted through this hotline which relates to child labor or forced 
labor.  

 
Exhibit 4: a slide from Jempak’s training providing details about the employee reporting 
hotline. The hotline’s number has been redacted.   
 
Jempak has provided its employees with the following subject matter training on the 
following dates: 
 

 Henkel’s Code of Conduct: August 2023 
 Employee Handbook: April 2023 
 Ethical Trading Initiative: April 2023 
 Social Standards: November 2023 

REMEDIATION 
Jempak has not needed to take any measures to remediate forced labour or child labour in its 
ac vi es and supply chains, because, based on audit results and lack of reports of forced labour 
or child labour from its employees, Jempak has not found any instances of forced labour or child 
labour being used. As Jempak has not taken any remedia on measures due to not being aware 
of any instances of forced labour or child labour to respond to, Jempak has also not had any 
occasion to address the remedia on of any poten al lost income. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Jempak assesses that its efforts to ensure that forced labour and/or child labour is not being used 
in its business and/or supply chains are effec ve based on: 

 Jempak’s strong audit record when it is internally audited by its customers; 
 The audit scores of Jempak’s suppliers and vendors when they are audited by Ecovadis, 

which are normally in the range of strong audit performance;  
 The training Jempak provides to its employees regarding Jempak’s Social Standards and 

Code of Conduct which specifically address that neither forced labour nor child labour is 
allowed in Jempak’s activities; and, 

 The lack of reports from Jempak’s employees regarding any suspicion of forced labour 
and/or child labour being involved in Jempak’s activities or supply chain.  

In other words, Jempak assesses that its efforts to ensure that forced labour and/or child labour 
is not being used in its business and/or supply chains are effec ve based on audit results and the 
lack of reports of forced labour and/or child labour through Jempak’s established policies and 
processes. 

With respect to Jempak’s ac vi es and opera ons in Canada, there is a history of audits 
confirming that forced labour and child labour is not involved in same. Jempak’s human resources 
and legal departments have policies and processes in place that teach employees about their 
rights and Jempak’s procedures, and Jempak complies with applicable laws in administering the 
employment of its employees. In Jempak’s assessment, given Jempak’s supervision of its plant 
and warehouses and its history of strong compliance demonstrated through successive audits, 
Jempak considers itself effec ve in ensuring that no forced labour or child labour is involved in 
any of its business opera ons within Canada.  

Jempak is most o en audited on the SMETA standard which specifically includes defini ons of 
and prohibi ons against child labour and forced labour as derived from the ILO or the ETI, and 
therefore Jempak considers itself effec ve in ensuring that forced labour and/or child labour is 
not a feature of its business opera ons.  Jempak has also not been contacted regarding any 
reports submi ed through the employee-repor ng hotline.  

With respect to Jempak’s vendors and suppliers who are based in different parts of Canada and 
the world, Jempak relies on the Ecovadis scores and audit performances of Jempak’s suppliers 
and vendors and believes that based on these scores, its efforts to ensure that its supply chain is 
free of forced and/or child labour is effec ve. Jempak contracts with Ecovadis and IntegrityNext, 
who are both impar al third par es and subject ma er experts on environmental, social and 
governance (“ESG”) aspects, to conduct audits, and Jempak trusts the results of those audits. 
Jempak defers to the exper se of its due diligence partners in iden fying such issues in its 
suppliers’ self-reported results given Ecovadis’ subject ma er exper se.  
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In Jempak’s assessment, outsourcing audits of its suppliers to Ecovadis is an effec ve mode of 
ensuring that forced labour and child labour is not a feature in its supply chain: whereas SMETA 
audits focus primarily on supply chain transparency and repor ng, Ecovadis assessments also 
consider the environmental impact and human rights performance of the en ty being assessed, 
therefore allowing for a more holis c review of the true “on-the-ground” characteris cs of 
employment for any of Jempak’s vendors or suppliers.  

Jempak’s understanding is that Ecovadis’s lengthy tenure with performing ESG assessments has 
led to a large Ecovadis database that allows it to benchmark Jempak’s ESG performance against 
industry standards and/or peers. Ecovadis also provides reports to Jempak that allows Jempak to 
iden fy areas of strength and improvement. Jempak assesses that its use of Ecovadis for supplier 
and vendor audits, combined with its regular prac ce of requiring vendors and suppliers to 
confirm compliance with BME’s principles and code of conduct, is an effec ve system in ensuring 
that forced labour and/or child labour are not a feature of its supply chain.  

ATTESTATION 
This statement is made pursuant to Bill S-211, An Act to enact the Figh ng Against Forced Labour 
and Child Labour in Supply Chains for the fiscal year ending on December 31, 2023. This statement 
has been reviewed by Jempak’s Head of Opera ons and Supply Chain who confirms that it is true 
to the best of their knowledge.   

The undersigned a ests to the following: 

This report has been reviewed and approved via resolu on of the Board of Directors of Jempak 
Corpora on.  

In accordance with the requirements of the Act, and in par cular sec on 11 thereof, I a est that 
I have reviewed the informa on contained in the report for the en ty or en es listed above. 
Based on my knowledge, and having exercised reasonable diligence, I a est that the informa on 
in the report is true, accurate and complete in all material respects for the purposes of the Act, 
for the repor ng year listed above. 

I have the authority to bind Jempak Corpora on.  

Full Name:   Carolyn Newson 

                         

  ___________________________________ 

Title: Director, Jempak Corpora on, and Benefits Director and Pension Plan 
Administrator, Jempak Corpora on 

Date:  May 31, 2024  
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